A theoretical framework developed origintiy for modefing nodinem Rayleigh waves in isotropic elastic half-spaces has been extended to encompass a broad class of nonfinear surface wave problems, namely, Stoneley and Scholte waves in isotropic media, and surface waves in crystrds, both purely elastic and piezoelectric; A brief overview of the corresponding model equations is given.
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where vj is the jt h component (j = z,~, z) of the particle velocity vector,~nj (z) are eigenfunct ions of the linear problem, z is the propagation direction, z the coordinate normal to the interface separating the haMspaces, w the fundamental angdar frequency, and k the corresponding wavenumber in the expansion. The ad hoc coefficients an are used to include absorption in numerical cdctiations fo~owing shock formation. The nordinearity matrix Rl~n (the index n is ordinarily suppressed), which is required to calctiate the harmonic amp~tudes Vn(x), is symmetric over permutation of its thee indices: Rl~n = R~ln = Rn~l = R/~~. For cases where one index is negative and two are positive, the general form of the matrix is
where the B's depend explicitly on fundament d elastic (and possibly piezoelectric) constants, the K'S and ('s are real and imaginary parts, respectively, of wave vector components normal to the interface, and M is the number of modes of propagation in a given material: M = 2 for isotropic sotids (corresponding to longitudinal and transverse waves); M = 3 for anisotropic solids; M = 4 for piezoelectric cryst~s (three elastic wave modes plus the electric field). k general, there are M3 terms in the summation. men two indices of the matrk are negative its due is cdctiated by using the symmetry R~~n = R( _ 1)(_~)( _~,.
Rayleigh Waves:
For this case the summation in Eq. (2) contains seven terms (rather than 23 = 8 terms for M = 2, because one term vanishes), dl E's vanish, and an e~ression corresponding to Eq. (53) cent tins ody one term, rather than seven (because the fluid does not support shear). men the Scholte wave speed is close to the speed of sound in the fluid, the rate of nordinear distortion (for example, the sho& formation distance) is close to that for a plane sound wave in the fluid.
Surface Waves in Anisotropic
Media:
The theoretical model developed for this case [5] permits investigation of surface waves that propagate in an arbitrary direction along an arbitrary cut of a crystal having any symmetry. Experimental cofimation of this theory is provided by a report in these same Proceedings [6] . In contrast with surface waves in isotropic media (hyleigh, Stoneley, and Scholte), distortion of the horizontal velocity component generdy does not lead to an N-shaped waveform, nor is it usually symmetric. Moreover, one case was identfied [propagation along a cubic axis in the (001) plane of potassium c~oride] in which the coupting coefficients in the nodinearity matrix lead to inefficient thirdharmonic generation, and the second harmonic component is predicted to achieve an amplitude comparable to that of the fundamental (which is unusual for nondispersive systems).
Surface Waves in Piezoelectric
Crystals:
Contributions to the nodinearity include elastic, piezoelectric, dielectric, and electrostrictive properties of the material. The model has been used to investigate propagation in lithium niobate [7] (the material constants required to evaluate every term in the nonlinearity matrix are reported in the literature), for which the waveform distortion appears similar to that observed for anisotropic but non-piezoelectric materials.
